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“Last week, Carlo McCormick called me and we had a 
conversation wherein he asked me to talk about science and 
art. He took notes. Then he wrote out the conversation as 
though I were speaking and sent it back to me. It was like 
playing a game of telephone with myself. I was reading things 
and thinking, ‘I said something like that but not exactly that 
way, and I can’t remember how I actually said it.’ It was then 
my charge to edit what he wrote, which brings us to this 
moment and back to me and what I have to say on the matter. 
So I guess we have gone in sort of a circle.

Fittingly, this process of looping, something coming out of 
my mouth, being processed through Carlo and then coming 
back to me and coming out my mouth again now, is exactly 
what we talked about in our conversation. We spoke about 
Alvin Lucier having recorded himself speaking in a room (“I 
Am Sitting in a Room,” 1969) and then playing it back in the 
same room and rerecording it over and over for 45 minutes 
until it no longer even sounded like a human voice, let alone 
words. It only takes a small portion of the 45 minutes for this to 
happen. For me, this is the perfect example of someone taking 
a scientific, systematic approach to art-making. It’s simple, 
and it deals with the medium of recording itself, making it 
visible with all its biases and characteristics as the subject. 
The system of iterations allows for small incremental steps to 
ultimately measure a big distance between two points. And 
so there is a linear aspect to the piece, but also a cyclical or 
circular one.

Also on the subject of cycles, we talked about Xylor 

Jane. Her work is all about numbers and math and calendars 
and probably a lot of other things that I am leaving out. One 
time I saw her give an acceptance speech for an award and 
she thanked the twin primes. Something special about her 
work is that though she uses the framework of a grid, she will 
often fill it in a spiral. Somehow, the spiral seems to have been 
trumped by the grid as a modernist structure, and Xylor is 
one of the only people who didn’t forget about it. Spirals are 
so often found in nature and contain ratios of such scientific 
importance, that I’m surprised they don’t come up in art more 
often. They too have both linear and cyclical qualities. This 
was something that the Boredoms used to their advantage 
during their 88 Boadrum performance. Because the 88 
drummers where arranged in a spiral, drumming patterns 
could be started in the center, and travel along the line of 
drummers one by one until the whole mass was playing it 
together. The changes traveled radially outward through the 
concentric layers, but essentially it was a linear progression. 

Coming out of San franCiSCo in her twentieS, a Stanford 

univerSity graduate, former Student of margaret 

Kilgallen and Sign painter, tauba auerbaCh Could not help 

but maKe an indelible impaCt with her worK. her eminent 

preoCCupation with language haS ConSiStently proven a 

methodiCal riddle—an expliCation that engenderS itS own 

enigma. maKing a fine art of proximate truthS prediCated 

on the failure of language, oral and written, auerbaCh 

iS a ConCeptual graphiC artiSt maKing her own tropeS 

of SignS, SemaphoreS, letter fontS, wordS, SymbolS and 

digital binary CodeS. 

auerbaCh haS been drawn to her own intuitive Study 

of math and SCienCe and iS Currently worKing with a 

logiCian at the univerSity of Cambridge to Create a 

SymboliC lexiCon for hiS mathematiCal equationS. we 

wanted to Know what her SCientifiC eye haS regiStered 

in the art world around uS, but of CourSe when you 

talK with Someone who iS all about the ConflationS, 

ConfuSionS and ComplexitieS of CommuniCation, the 

ConverSation itSelf Can manifeSt itS own aeSthetiC 

CompreSSion. maybe we Should let her explain.
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Boredoms 

In our conversation Carlo and I also talked about how I 
had an idea for a piece, made it, and then found out that 
Tom Friedman had already done it. The piece [Untitled, 
1991] was two identically crumpled pieces of paper. For me, 
this was about taking something chaotic and random and 
being able to reproduce it. This calls into question the initial 
randomness of the event, and even randomness at all for that 
matter. And then I have to ask whether us both having the 
same idea is random. Tom Friedman and I are the crumpled 
piece of paper of this situation. By some turn of events, we 
folded the same way. 

Of course, I have to end this piece by pointing out I am 
closing the circle of this conversation-with-Carlo, notes-by-
Carlo, writing-by-Carlo, rewriting-by-Tauba. It’s very different 
from how it started. Now, if you are reading it, it will exist in 
your mind in a slightly different way from how it exists here, 
and so the process of the mutation continues.” ★

TauBa auerBach

Boredoms: courtesy of dan monick. xylor jane: “so long,” 2006, courtesy of canada gallery. tauBa auerBach: “50/50 xiV,” 2008, “0-9,” 2005, “crumple 1,” 2008, courtesy of the artist and deitch gallery, new york.


